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Abstract

Astrocytes from the cerebral cortex (CTX) and cerebellum (CB) share basic molecular

programs, but also form distinct spatial and functional subtypes. The regulatory epige-

netic layers controlling such regional diversity have not been comprehensively investi-

gated so far. Here, we present an integrated epigenome analysis of methylomes, open

chromatin, and transcriptomes of astroglia populations isolated from the cortex or cer-

ebellum of young adult mice. Besides a basic overall similarity in their epigenomic pro-

grams, cortical astrocytes and cerebellar astrocytes exhibit substantial differences in

their overall open chromatin structure and in gene-specific DNA methylation. Regional

epigenetic differences are linked to differences in transcriptional programs

encompassing genes of region-specific transcription factor networks centered around

Lhx2/Foxg1 in CTX astrocytes and the Zic/Irx families in CB astrocytes. The distinct

epigenetic signatures around these transcription factor networks point to a complex

interconnected and combinatorial regulation of region-specific transcriptomes. These

findings suggest that key transcription factors, previously linked to temporal, regional,

and spatial control of neurogenesis, also form combinatorial networks important for

astrocytes. Our study provides a valuable resource for the molecular basis of regional

astrocyte identity and physiology.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

For a long time, astrocytes were viewed as a functional homogenous

cell population existing to support neurons throughout the brain.

However, in the past decade the functional diversity of astrocytes in

distinct brain regions became evident (reviewed by Farmer &

Murai, 2017 and Clarke, Taha, Tyzack, & Patani, 2021). It was demon-

strated that gene expression changed gradually along the dorsoventral

as well as the rostrocaudal axis of the brain (Borggrewe et al., 2020;

Morel et al., 2017). Moreover, striatal and hippocampal astrocytes have

specialized properties like altered morphology, electrophysiology, and

Ca2+-signaling within neural circuits (Chai et al., 2017). Distinct
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astrocyte subtypes can be isolated based on GLAST expression from

the forebrain, hindbrain, or spinal cord (Borggrewe et al., 2020). Along

with distinct GLAST expression these astrocyte subtypes differ in their

transcriptional programs and responsiveness during experimental auto-

immune encephalomyelitis reflecting interregional and intraregional

heterogeneity. The molecular heterogeneity of intraregional subpopula-

tions is highly dependent on the interaction with the neuronal environ-

ment. Disruption of neuronal layers in the neocortex subsequently

leads to the loss of layer-specific properties of cortical astrocytes

(Lanjakornsiripan et al., 2018). In the cerebellum, neuron-derived sonic

hedgehog (Shh) controls the gene expression profile of Bergmann glia,

the astroglia of the cerebellar cortex, and is expected to drive the

switch from velate astrocytes, located in the inner granular layer,

toward Bergmann glia expression profiles (Farmer et al., 2016).

The regulatory mechanisms underlying the regional specification

of astrocytes remain to be uncovered. Epigenetic modifications are

strong potential candidates with their ability to establish and maintain

cell identity by modulating gene expression. The genome-wide distri-

bution of DNA methylation and its local variation is a good approxi-

mation to locate functional and cell-specific program changes in the

genome. In addition, DNA methylation profiles allow to indirectly infer

the developmental history of cells by using genome-wide DNA meth-

ylation comparisons (Durek et al., 2016; Salhab et al., 2018). Next to

DNA methylation, chromatin modifications are excellent indicators of

the functional state of genes and genomes. Both the dynamic changes

in DNA methylation and the open chromatin signatures can be pre-

cisely mapped on isolated cells using genome-wide next generation

sequencing (NGS) based approaches. DNA methylation and open

chromatin maps allow comprehensive identification of the functional

changes at regulatory regions linked to a different spatial or temporal

origin of cells. The integrated analysis of epigenetic modifications at

promoters and other putative distal or proximal cis regulatory regions

helps to understand the regulatory programs of astroglial populations

from different brain regions to (a) identify commonalities referring to

their developmental origin and (b) identify differences explaining their

functional, epigenomic, and regional diversity.

In this study, we analyzed the molecular diversity of GFAP-EGFP-

positive astrocytes from two distinct adult brain regions (protoplasmic

astrocytes from the cerebral cortex and mainly Bergmann glia from

the cerebellum; for simplicity we refer to them as CTX and CB astro-

cytes) by an integrative genome-wide approach using comprehensive

epigenomic and gene expression profiling. Our analysis highlights the

principle of inherited regional specification and diversification by

interaction with distinct environment in the respective brain regions.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Contact for reagent and resource sharing

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should

be directed to, and will be fulfilled by, the Lead Contact, Jörn Walter

(j.walter@mx.uni-saarland.de).

2.2 | Experimental model and subject details

Animal experiments were carried out at the University of Saarland

according to European and German guidelines and approved by

“Landesamt für Gesundheit und Verbraucherschutz” of the state of

Saarland (license: perfusion [C1-2.4.7.1]). Transgenic heterozygous

TgN(hGFAP-EGFP)GFEA (hGFAP-EGFP; Nolte et al., 2001) and

TgN(PLP-DsRed1)PRDB (PLP-DsRed1) mice (Hirrlinger et al., 2005)

were maintained in the animal facility of the CIPMM, were generally

fed a breeding diet (V1125, Ssniff) ad libitum and were held at a 12-h

light/dark cycle. Mice were bred in FVB/N background to keep a sta-

ble and strong transgene expression under control of the human

GFAP promoter (Bai et al., 2013). For NeuN-based FACsorting

6-week-old F1(C57BL6/J x DBA2/N) mice were used. Male and

female mice were used for the experiments, sex chromosomes were

excluded from the analyses.

2.3 | Cell type enrichment

Isolation of astrocytes was performed as described previously (Lovatt

et al., 2007; Orre et al., 2014) with few modifications. hGFAP-EGFP

single transgenic (6 weeks old) mice were perfused with HBSS (Sigma

Aldrich), decapitated and the brain was dissected into cerebellum and

cerebral cortex. For each experiment the brains of two mice were

used to achieve the desired cell yield. Tissue was minced and washed

with HBSS and PIPES working solution (0.5 M PIPES stock buffer

(PIPES 0.5 M (Sigma Aldrich), 1 M NaOH, 1.2 M NaCl, and 50 mM KCl

solution, 45% glucose in 50 ml ddH2O) followed by 50 min digestion

with activated papain (156 μl of 16 U/ml papain (Sigma Aldrich),

500 μl of Papain activation buffer: 55 mM L-Cystein HCl, 11 mM

EDTA, pH 7.4; 4.5 ml PIPES working solution)) and DNase I (80 Kunitz

units/ml, Sigma Aldrich) at 37�C and low speed rotation. The tissue

was gently triturated by 5–10 strokes with a P1000 pipette, DNase I

solution (100 μl DNase I in 3 ml wash media [DMEM, 0.5% BSA] to a

final concentration 25 Kunitz units/ml) was added and the digestion

was carried out for 15 min at 37�C with low speed rotation. The tis-

sue was triturated into a single cell suspension, filtered through a

70 μm strainer (Greiner) and washed with 40 ml washing media. Cells

were resuspended in GKN buffer (80 g/L NaCl, 4 g/L KCl, 35.6 g/L

Na2HPO4 12 H2O, 7.8 g/L NaH2PO4�2 H2O, 20 g/l D�(+)-glucose,

pH 7.4) and sorted with a FACS Aria III (Becton Dickinson) based on

Hoechst blue (Sigma Aldrich) and EGFP fluorescence signals. Cells

were sorted into 250 μl GKN buffer and pelleted at 500g, 4�C, for

10 min. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet was frozen at

�80�C for RRBS and mRNA-Seq library preparation. hGFAP-EGFP x

PLP-DsRed1 double transgenic mice were used to isolate oligoden-

drocytes following the procedures described above and sorted based

on Hoechst blue and DsRed fluorescence. Neuronal and non-neuronal

nuclei of F1(C57BL6/J x DBA2/N) mice were extracted from frozen

forebrain tissue using a protocol previously described (Matevossian &

Akbarian, 2008) with essential modifications. The tissue was dissoci-

ated using a Dounce tissue grinder placed on ice with 50 strokes in
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5 ml homogenization buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 0.1 mM EDTA,

3 mM Mg(Ac)2, 5 mM CaCl2, 0.1% NP-40, 0.32 M sucrose, 1� cOm-

plete EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Sigma Aldrich), 0.16 mM

DTT, 10 mM PMSF). Nuclei suspension was filtered through a 150 μm

strainer followed by a 20 μm strainer (CellTrics, Symex Partec) to

remove nondissociated tissue. Additional, cell debris removal was car-

ried out by centrifugation in 25% Percoll solution (Sigma Aldrich) for

15 min at 4�C with 750g and low brake. Nuclei were washed with

phosphate buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) supplemented with 1x

cOmplete, EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor Cocktail and kept in blocking

solution (3% bovine serum albumin, 2% normal goat serum in 1� PBS;

pH 7.4) for 30 min at 4 C. Anti-NeuN-Alexa488 antibody (MAB377X;

Merck) was diluted 1:1,000 in the same volume of blocking solution

as the nuclei. Nuclei and antibodies were mixed and kept at 4�C in the

dark for 1 hr. After removal of antibody solution, nuclei were

resuspended in blocking solution supplemented with 1 μg/ml

propidium iodide (PI; Miltenyi Biotec). Sorting gates were set based

on PI and Alexa488 signal intensities. Nuclei were pelleted and kept

frozen at �80�C for RRBS or used directly for ATAC-Seq library

preparation.

2.4 | Preparation of mRNA-Seq libraries

Frozen pellets of 105 cells were used for mRNA capturing using

mRNA Capture Kit (Roche) with minor modifications. Cells were

lysed in 49 μl lysis buffer and 1 μl of the biotinylated oligo(dT)20

working solution was added to the lysate. Lysate was transferred

into streptavidin coated tubes to immobilize the mRNA. M-MLV

Reverse Transcriptase RNase H� (400 U; Promega) in 50 μl reaction

volume was used for first strand synthesis at 37�C for 1 hr. Second

strand synthesis was carried out at 16�C for 2.5 hr using

400 UT4-Ligase, 5 U RNase H and 50 U DNA Polymearse I (New

England Biolabs). The sequencing libraries were prepared with the

Nextera DNA Library Preparation Kit (Illumina) with 0.2 μl of the

Tagment DNA Enzyme 1 in a 50 μl reaction at 55�C for 5 min

followed by purification of the DNA using MinElute PCR Purification

Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer's protocol. Library amplifica-

tion was done by 12 cycles of PCR with the NEBNext High-Fidelity

2X PCR Master Mix (New England Biolabs) using 0.2 μM Index-

adapters (50-AAT GAT ACG GCG ACC ACC GAG ATC TAC AC

[i5] TCG TCG GCA GCG TC-30 and 50-CAA GCA GAA GAC GGC

ATA CGA GAT [i7] GT CTC GTG GGC TCG G-30; Illumina). The

libraries were purified with 0.8� Agencourt AMPure XP (Beckman

Coulter) and sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 with 1 � 100 bp

single-end reads.

2.5 | Preparation of ATAC-Seq libraries

For ATAC the cell pellet of 5 � 104 cells was carefully resuspended in

nuclei extraction buffer (60 mM KCl, 15 mM Tris-HCl, 15 mM NaCl,

1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM spermidine [free base], 1X

cOmplete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail, 0.1% NP-40), kept on ice for

10 min and centrifuged at 500g, 4�C, for 10 min. The supernatant was

discarded and the nuclei were carefully resuspended in 50 μl ATAC

reaction buffer (1X Illumina Tagment DNA Buffer, 2.5 μl Illumina

Tagment DNA Enzyme). The reaction was incubated at 37�C for

30 min followed by DNA purification (MinElute PCR Purification Kit;

Qiagen). Library amplification was carried out using the NEBNext

High-Fidelity 2X PCR Master Mix (New England Biolabs) using 0.2 μM

Index-adapters (50-AAT GAT ACG GCG ACC ACC GAG ATC TAC AC

[i5] TCG TCG GCA GCG TC-30 and 50-CAA GCA GAA GAC GGC ATA

CGA GAT [i7] GT CTC GTG GGC TCG G-30; Illumina) with 10 cycles

of PCR. The libraries were purified with 1x Agencourt AMPure XP

(Beckman Coulter) and sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 with

2 � 100 bp paired-end reads.

2.6 | Preparation of RRBS libraries

Sorted cells were lysed, digested with proteinase K and protease

activity was inhibited by Pefabloc SC (1 mM; Sigma-Aldrich). DNA of

the lysates was HaeIII- digested overnight (50 U; New England Bio-

labs) and inactivated at 80�C. A-tailing was performed using Klenow

exo� (5 U; New England Biolabs) at 37�C for 30 min. TruSeq DNA

Single Indexes Set A adapters (1:10 dilution; Illumina) were ligated at

16�C overnight using T4-Ligase (2,000 U; New England Biolabs).

Before bisulfite conversion (EZ DNA Methylation-Gold Kit; Zymo

research) adapter ligated DNA fragments were purified with 1.5�
Agencourt AMPure XP (Beckman Coulter). Purified adapter ligated

DNA fragments were amplified by 14–15 cycles of PCR using

HotStarTaq DNA Polymearse (Qiagen) and PCR primers (50-AAT GAT

ACG GCG ACC ACC GAG ATC TAC AC-30 and 50-CAA GCA GAA

GAC GGC ATA CGA GAT-30 and size selected using 0.9� Agencourt

AMPure XP (Beckman Coulter). Library size distribution was assessed

using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer and library concentrations were

measured using Qubit® dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scien-

tific) before sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 with 100 bp

single-end reads. The samples CB2, CTX4, and Oligodendrocytes were

sequenced with 90 bp single-end reads.

2.7 | mRNA-Seq data analysis

FastQ format reads were trimmed for adapter sequences and

low-quality ends (phred score <20) using Trim Galore! (http://www.

bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/; version 0.4.2).

2-step STAR alignment (Dobin & Gingeras, 2015) method was used to

align the reads to the mm10 reference genome. PCR duplications

were marked using MarkDuplicate from Picard tools (version 1.115;

http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/) followed by quality control

using RNA-seQC (DeLuca et al., 2012). Mapped reads were assigned to

genes from Gencode annotation (vM2; https://www.encodeproject.org/

files/gencode.vM2.annotation) using featureCounts (Liao, Smyth, &

Shi, 2014). Read counts were analyzed using the R package edgeR
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(M. D. Robinson, McCarthy, & Smyth, 2010). The counts were filtered

for cpm ≥2.5 in at least two samples of a group. The data were normal-

ized with the trimmed mean of M-values (TMM) method using the cal-

cNormFactors function. Estimation of dispersion was done using

estimateDisp and a generalized linear model was fit using glmQLFit. Dif-

ferential expression defined by statistical cutoffs of p-value ≤.01 and an

FDR ≤0.05. Correlation between the expression values of the data in this

study with published data was calculated using the R function cor which

returns Pearson coefficients. GO term enrichment was performed using

DAVID functional annotation (Huang, Sherman, & Lempicki, 2009a,

2009b). The reduced visualization of GO terms was done with REVIGO

(Supek, Bošnjak, Škunca, & Šmuc, 2011). Heatmaps of row-Z-scores

were generated using the R package pheatmap (https://CRAN.R-project.

org/package=pheatmap).

2.8 | ATAC-Seq data analysis

Low quality read tails (Q <20) and adapter sequence were trimmed

using Trim Galore (version 0.4.2; http://www.bioinformatics.

babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore). Trimmed reads were aligned to

the mouse reference genome (mm10) using GEM mapper (version

1.376 beta; Marco-Sola, Sammeth, Guig�o, & Ribeca, 2012). samtools

(version 1.3; Li et al., 2009) was used to convert SAM to BAM format.

MarkDuplicate (version 1.115) from Picard tools (http://

broadinstitute.github.io/picard/) was used to mark the PCR duplica-

tions. Peaks were called using macs2 (version 2.1.0.20140616; Zhang

et al., 2008) with the following parameters: –nomodel, –shift �125,

–extsize 250. Normalized coverage files with respect to library size

were generated using deepTools v1.5.9.1 (Ramírez, Dündar, Diehl,

Grüning, & Manke, 2014) with bamCoverage command. Heatmaps

were generated using deeptools computeMatrix command with cen-

ter of region as reference point and 1,000 bp upstream and down-

stream distances. Coverage profiles were generated using the

deeptools plotProfile command. featureCounts (Liao et al., 2014)

was used to count reads in 100 bp and 10 kp windows to subse-

quently perform differential analysis using the R package csaw

(Lun & Smyth, 2016) with the following settings: 10 kb counts and

100 bp counts were used for normalization with the TMM method

using the normOffsets wrapper function; windows with fold change

>2 above the background were kept using filterWindows;

estimateDisp was used to estimate the dispersion and glmQLFit was

used to fit a generalized linear model; differential enrichment was

tested with the glmQLFTest command and adjacent or overlapping

windows were merged into clusters up to 3 kb width with gaps no

greater than 150 bp using mergeWindows; p-values were combined

across clustered tests using combineTests to control the cluster

FDR. Annotation of peaks and DARs to genes and genomic location

was done using ChipSeek (Chen et al., 2014). Overrepresentation

of transcription factor binding motifs were analyzed using RSAT

(Nguyen et al., 2018). For the comparison of the ATAC-Seq data

with published ChIP-Seq data, macs2 was used to call peaks for all

data sets.

2.9 | RRBS data analysis

Trimming of RRBS data was performed with the Cutadapt

(Martin, 2011) wrapper Trim Galore! in RRBS mode. Mapping to the

mm10 reference genome using MethylCtools (Hovestadt et al., 2014)

and DNA methylation calling were performed as described before

(Durek et al., 2016). Analysis of the DNA methylation was carried out

using the R package methylKit (Akalin et al., 2012) with filtering of

CpGs for coverage ≥ 10� using the filterByCoverage command and

presence in at least three samples of a group with the unite function.

Regions for differential test were defined as nonoverlapping 1 kb

intervals covering ≥3 CpG sites with the tileMethylCounts command.

calculateDiffMeth was used to test for differential methylation and

DMRs were defined as regions with ≥25% methylation difference

between the cell types with q-value ≤0.01. Annotation of DMRs to

genes and genomic location was done using ChipSeek (Chen

et al., 2014). The GO term enrichment for most variable CpGs was

performed using GREAT (McLean et al., 2010). Overrepresentation of

transcription factor binding motifs were analyzed using RSAT (Nguyen

et al., 2018). Heatmaps were generated using the R package pheatmap

(https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=pheatmap). The segmentation

of the RRBS data was done as described previously (Salhab

et al., 2018) using MethylSeekR (Burger, Gaidatzis, Schübeler, &

Stadler, 2013) with default parameters. The partially methylated

domains were further used to identify combinatorial patterns using

the ChromH3M workflow (Salhab et al., 2018).

2.10 | Genome browser visualization

The data is represented in in the genome browser IGV (J. T. Robinson

et al., 2011; Thorvaldsdottir, Robinson, & Mesirov, 2013). Biological

replicates were merged into one track using the function Overlay

Tracks. Black bars mark covered CpG position. The represented CpG

positions have coverage of ≥10�.

2.11 | Integrative analysis

For the pairwise comparison, DMRs and DARs were intersected based

on the genomic position with an overlap of at least 1 bp using the

command intersect from Galaxy (Afgan et al., 2018) Operation Tools

(https://github.com/galaxyproject/gops). The correlation of gene

expression and DMRs/DARs war done based on the gene symbol.

The overlap of DARs, DMRs, and DEGs (Figure 4a) was done using

the online tool genevenn (http://genevenn.sourceforge.net/). The GO

term enrichment for DAR/DMR associated genes was performed

using DAVID functional annotation (Huang et al., 2009a, 2009b) and

Pantherdb (Mi et al., 2017; Mi, Muruganujan, Casagrande, &

Thomas, 2013) was used for protein classification. The network analy-

sis was done loading higher expressed transcription factors for each

brain region into the STRING database (Szklarczyk et al., 2017). The

network was imported and extended with the epigenetic information
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in Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003). Heatmaps were generated using

the R package pheatmap (https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=

pheatmap). The underlying matrix was generated by first, intersecting

DMRs with DARs by at least 1 bp overlap using the Galaxy intersect

command, then expression of the genes annotated to the respective

regions were retrieved. The row-Z-score was calculated on RRBS,

mRNA-Seq, and ATAC-Seq data separately using the DNA methyla-

tion, RPKM, and cpm values, respectively. Each z-score table was

joined by the chromosomal position and gene name, so that each row

represents the values of a DMR overlapping with a DAR and the

respective gene expression. The rows were clustered using Manhattan

distance and average linkage.

2.12 | Immunohistochemistry

hGFAP-EGFP mice were anesthetized (ketamine/xylazine 140 mg/kg

and 10 mg/kg body weight) and intracardially perfused with PBS and

subsequently with 4% formaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer

(pH 7.4). The brain was prepared and postfixed overnight. Sagittal

slices were prepared with a vibratome (Leica VT1000S) and further

processed for antibody staining as described previously (Jahn

et al., 2018). Briefly, slices were incubated for permeabilization and

blocking, followed by first antibody staining overnight at 4�C. After

washing steps, slices were incubated with second antibody and DAPI

(Roche) and mounted with ImmuMount (Thermo Scientific). The

following antibodies were used: rabbit anti-Lhx2 (1:500, Merck,

ABE1402), goat anti-Zic1 (1:30, RDsystems, AF4978), mouse

anti-trimethyl Histone H3 (Lys27; 1:500, Millipore, 05-1951), rabbit

anti-H3K27ac (1:500, Diagenode, C15410194), rabbit anti-H2A.Z

(1:1,000, Active Motif, Cat No. 39943-39944, Lot No. 00913003).

They were combined with the following secondary antibodies: donkey

anti-rabbit (1:1,000) conjugated with Alexa 546 (Invitrogen, A10040),

donkey anti-goat (1:1,000) conjugated with Alexa 555 (Invitrogen,

A21432), donkey anti-mouse (1:1,000) conjugated with Alexa

555 (Invitrogen, A31570), goat anti-rabbit (1:200) conjugated with

Abberior® STAR RED (Abberior Instruments, STRED-1002). Nuclei

were stained with TO-PRO-3 (1:1,000, Invitrogen, T3605).

2.13 | Microscopic analysis and quantification

Epifluorescent images were collected by a fully automated slide

scanner (AxioScan.Z1, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with an LED

Light Source (Colibri 7, Zeiss, Jena, Germany; Huang, Bai, et al., 2020).

The appropriate excitation and emission filters (excitation/emission

wavelengths in nm) were set as: 353/465 (DAPI), 488/509 (green),

548/561 (red), and 650/673 (infrared). A Plan-Apochromat 10 �/0.45

objective for prefocusing and a Plan-Apochromat 20�/0.8 objective

for fine focus image acquisition was used. Offline image stitching

(8 μm stacks, variance projection) for overviews of brain slices and fur-

ther analysis was performed using ZEN software (Blue Edition, Zeiss,

Oberkochen, Germany).

Confocal images were recorded by laser scanning microscopy

(LSM 710, Zeiss) using an argon-ion laser (488 nm) and helium neon

lasers (543 nm, 633 nm), appropriate emission filters and a 40�/1.0

objective (Plan-Apochromat 40�/1,3 Oil DIC M27 (a = 0.21 mm),

(UV)VIS-IR). Z-Stacks of images for expression studies were taken at

1 or 0.4 μm intervals, processed with Fiji and displayed as maximum

intensity projections. 3D-visualization of z-stacks was obtained using

Imaris Viewer (© Oxford Instruments). Confocal and stimulated emis-

sion depletion (STED) images were acquired on a commercial STED

microscope (Abberior Instruments, Göttingen, Germany). Images were

recorded with a 100X silicon oil immersion objective (NA 1.40; Olym-

pus UPLSAPO 100XS), excitation wavelengths 485 and 640 nm,

detection windows 498–520 and 650–720 nm, pixel size 20 nm,

dwell time 10 μs, pinhole size 1.21 Airy Units. A STED beam of

775 nm was used. Images were linearly deconvolved (Wiener filtered)

with Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) using a theoretical point spread

function and processed in the Imspector data acquisition and analysis

environment (Abberior Instruments, Göttingen, Germany).

For quantitative analysis z-stacks of images were recorded at

0.4 μm intervals and processed with ImageJ. Mean values of regions-

of-interest (ROIs) containing the nuclear signals of three consecutive

z-layers, identified by TO-PRO-3 fluorescence, were determined. The

quantification of nuclear H2A.Z average fluorescence intensity was

calculated using the ZEN Blue Software on single planes with clear

nuclear delimitation and normalized on background average fluores-

cence intensity. For statistical analysis GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad

Software Inc., La Jolla CA) was used. Data sets were tested for nor-

mality using the Shapiro–Wilk normality test and the ROUT-test for

outlier (significant outliers were not included in the calculation).

2.14 | Quantification and statistical analysis

Statistical analysis of the sequencing data was done in R (R Development

Core Team, 2008) using the packages and functions stated in the respec-

tive analysis section. The most variable CpGs were retrieved by ordering

the squared loadings of the PCA object. The distribution difference in

Figure 2(a), (b) were tested with Wilcoxon rank sum test using the wilcox.

test function. The enrichment of GO Terms was calculated using DAVID

(Huang et al., 2009a, 2009b) with a p-value cut off of ≤.01.

Immunofluorescence data were analyzed with the Mann–Whit-

ney-U-test with the following p-values *p = .01–.05, **p = .001–.01,

***p = .0001–.001, ****p <.00001. Data are represented as means

± SD of single cell values, unless otherwise stated.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Astrocytes from cerebellum and cortex share
a basic transcriptional and epigenomic program

To characterize the molecular programs of astroglial populations from

cerebral cortex (CTX) and cerebellum (CB) by an integrated
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F IGURE 1 Astrocytes from cerebellum and cortex share a basic transcriptional and epigenomic program but also differ in epigenomic and
transcriptomic properties. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) PCA of gene expression (left, including published data sets from (Boisvert
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2014), genome-wide DNA methylation data (middle) and genome-wide DNA accessibility data (right). See also
Figure S1d. (c) Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of total gene expression, DNA methylation and DNA accessibility data of CB and CTX
astrocytes. (d) Overview of the differential analyses displaying the cut-offs for each analysis and the resulting number of regions or genes.
(e) Heatmap representing expression differences of DEGs. (f) Heatmap representing DNA methylation values of DMRs and bar graph showing the
distribution of the DMRs across the genome. (g) Heatmap representing DNA accessibility around the center of DARs (±1 kb) and bar graph
showing the distribution of the DARs across the genome (upper panel). Profile of the coverage across DARs (±1 kb) is represented beneath the
DARs heatmap. (h) Expression differences of chromatin organization factors and cohesion complex members. Positive fold changes represent
higher expression in CB astrocytes, negative fold changes represent higher expression in CTX astrocytes. CB, cerebellum; CTX, cortex; MO,
myelinating oligodendrocytes; NeuN, neuronal nuclei; NFO, newly formed oligodendrocytes; Oligo, oligodendrocyte; OPC, oligodendrocyte
precursor cell; The abbreviation CB and CTX in all legends refers to respective astrocytes [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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epigenomics approach, we isolated cells from young adult (6 weeks

old) mice by Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) using the

well-established hGFAP-EGFP reporter mouse line (Nolte

et al., 2001). For simplicity, we will use the term CB astrocytes to

describe the mixture of cerebellar astroglia largely composed of radial

Bergmann glia, few astrocytes of the granular layer and cerebellar

white matter (Figure S1(a)) and CTX astrocytes for the mainly

protoplasmatic population isolated from the cortex. For CTX and CB

fractions comparative sets of replicate libraries were constructed to

monitor gene expression by mRNA-Seq, genome-wide DNA methyla-

tion by Reduced Representation Bisulfite Sequencing (RRBS) and

open chromatin sites by Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin

(ATAC-Seq; Figure 1(a)). Libraries were sequenced on a HiSeq2500

and data were processed using DEEP pipelines (Ebert, 2016;

Table S1). For additional comparisons, we performed RRBS and

ATAC-Seq on FACS-sorted NeuN+ and NeuN� nuclei fractions from

the forebrain and performed RRBS on FACS sorted oligodendrocytes

(PLP-DsRed1 positive cells, see Section 2.3 for more details).

To confirm the quality and purity of EGFP-positive cells, we first

compared their transcriptomes to publicly available gene expression

data of astrocytes isolated by other methods (Boisvert et al., 2018;

Zhang et al., 2014). A principal component analyses (PCA) of the com-

bined data revealed that astrocytes in this study were most similar to

cortical astrocytes and most distant to microglia, endothelial cells and

oligodendrocytes isolated from FACS sorted Aldh1l1+ cells (Figure 1

(b); Zhang et al., 2014). The relative distance to astrocytes of the

Boisvert study can be explained by the main technical differences in

data generation. Boisvert and colleagues used astrocyte-specific Cre-

mediated ribosome-tagging to isolate astroglial mRNA. Since a PCA is

strongly driven by technical variations as well as by transgenic modifi-

cations of the mouse line, we also correlated gene expression levels of

all data sets. Despite the technical differences and other data

processing procedures, we observed an overall high correlation to all

astrocyte datasets and a low correlation to other cell types (Figure S1

(b), red box). In addition, we examined our transcriptome data for

molecular signatures typical for astrocytes, microglia, endothelium,

neurons, oligodendrocyte, or oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs).

Typical signatures for endothelium, neurons, and microglia were

absent but we detected traces of oligodendroglial and OPC marker

expression (Figure S1(c)). We assigned this to a minor contamination

of floating, highly transcribed, oligodendroglial mRNAs (e.g., Mag and

Mog) which is a common side effect of brain cell dissociation (Clarke

et al., 2018; Krishnaswami et al., 2016; Zeisel et al., 2018) and a weak

GFAP-EGFP transgene activity in some OPCs of young adult mice.

We concluded that the reporter-based isolation generated highly pure

astrocyte populations of CTX and CB, allowing us to perform a cell

type-specific integrated epigenome and transcriptome analysis.

We next examined the genome-wide variation of DNA methyla-

tion and open chromatin between astrocyte populations and other

brain derived cell types. The PCA clearly separated astrocytes from

NeuN�, NeuN+ cell populations, and oligodendrocytes in the first

major principal component (Figure 1(b); PC1, explaining 33% of the

variance of DNA methylation and 84% of variance for open chromatin

sites). When we examined the methylation of the most variable CpGs

contributing to this separation, we found clearly lower methylation in

CTX and CB astrocytes compared to other cell types (Figure S1(d), left

PC1). The cell type-specific epigenetic program differences of astro-

cytes and other cell types became most evident when we analyzed

the epigenomic changes around astrocyte-specific marker genes such

as Aldh1l1, Slc1a3, and Gfap (Figures S1(e), (f)). All three genes showed

a cell type-specific low methylation at regulatory elements, while the

promoters of neuron-specific Tubb3 and oligodendrocyte-specific

Mag were highly and specifically methylated in astrocytes (Figure S1

(g)). Moreover, all cell type-specific DNA methylation signatures mat-

ched locus-specific open or closed chromatin states.

This indicated that astrocytes from CTX and CB share a broad

spectrum of epigenomic signatures distinguishing them from non-

astroglial cells. In fact, CB and CTX astrocytes shared a broad spec-

trum of 20,648 open chromatin regions. For these open chromatin

regions, we observed a significant enrichment for CCCTC-binding fac-

tor (Ctcf) binding sites (3.6%, p = 1e�413) and for binding sites of the

nuclear factor 1 (Nfi) family (24%, p = 1e�188, see Figure S1(h)). Nfia,

Nfib, and Nfix are essential factors for astroglial differentiation by reg-

ulating the expression of astrocyte-specific genes. Nfia is involved in

DNA-demethylation of gliogenic gene promoters such as Gfap and

Olig1 and promotes the transition from neurogenesis to gliogenesis in

radial glia (Namihira et al., 2009; Sanosaka et al., 2017).

3.2 | Astrocytes from cerebellum and cortex differ
in epigenomic and transcriptomic properties

Our first comparative analyses indicated widespread similarities

between CTX and CB astrocytes with respect to both their trans-

criptomic and epigenomic features. Still, the PCA of DNA methylation

and open chromatin data revealed a clear separation of CTX and CB

astrocytes in the second principal component (PC2 in Figure 1(b)). A

closer inspection of the hierarchical clustering based on the CpGs

contributing to PC2 separation showed that the methylation state of

CB astrocytes appeared to be closer to neurons than to CTX astro-

cytes, while NeuN� cells and oligodendrocytes were equidistant to

CB and CTX astrocytes (Figure S1d PC2). In addition, we observed

that the CpGs contributing to PC2 were rather hypomethylated in

CTX astrocytes compared to CB. Moreover, a genome-wide DNA

methylation segmentation analysis (as described by Salhab

et al., 2018, see Section 2.9), classifying the genome into highly and

partially methylated domains (reflecting A/B compartments), sepa-

rated CTX and CB showing that both astroglial populations slightly

differ in the genome-wide methylome organization (Figure S1(i)).

Finally, unsupervised hierarchical clustering of the total mRNA-Seq,

ATAC-Seq, and RRBS datasets clearly separated CTX and CB astro-

cytes demonstrating cell type-specific differences in both, trans-

criptomic and epigenomic programs (Figure 1(c)).

In order to specify the observed differences in the epigenomes

and transcriptomes we performed differential analyses (Figure 1(d)–(g);

Table S2; see Sections 2.7–2.9 for more details on differential analyses).
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We identified a total of 5363 differentially methylated regions (DMRs;

1 kb regions with at least 25% methylation difference and a q-value

≤.01), 3104 differentially expressed genes (DEGs; p-value ≤.01 and

FDR ≤.05) and 17,097 differentially accessible regions (DARs; p-value

≤.01 and FDR ≤.05), between CTX and CB astrocytes. Inspecting the

DEGs for the top differentially expressed genes we found the transcrip-

tion factor (TF) genes Lhx2, Emx2, and Foxg1 among the genes with

highest fold change in expression in CTX astrocytes. In CB astrocytes

we found Dao, encoding D-amino acid oxidase, Slco4a1, a sodium-

independent organic anion transporter, and Cnpy1, the FGF signaling

regulator 1, as genes with the highest fold change in expression

(Table S2). The main biological processes associated with genes differ-

entially expressed between CB and CTX astrocytes are related to ion

transport, metabolism, cytoskeleton organization, glial morphogenesis,

and signaling (Figure S1(j)).

For DARs, we observed that the number was approximately

12-fold higher in CTX (15,806) compared to CB astrocytes (1231;

Figure 1(d), (g)). In addition, the peak height and width of open chroma-

tin sites were more pronounced in CTX (Figure 1(g), lower panel). This

indicated a major difference in local chromatin compaction and/or

chromatin organization. We therefore inspected the expression of

genes associated with nucleosome assembly and chromatin organiza-

tion and found an enhanced expression of chromatin modifiers (Hat1,

Prmt2, and Ino80c), telomere control and chromatin compaction genes

(Hgmb1, Hmgn1), replication-independent histone variants and histone

chaperones (Anp32e, Npm1, Nap1l1, and Asf1a) as well as the major

members of the cohesion complex (Smc3, Stag1, Rad21, and Ctcf ) in CB

astrocytes (Figure 1(h)). Moreover, we identified an enhanced expres-

sion of core histone variants H2A, H2B, and H4, as well as the linker

histone H1 in the cerebellum. Immunohistochemistry for H3K27me3

and H3K27ac revealed on protein level that both heterochromatic and

euchromatic signatures were more prominent in CB suggesting an

overall different and more densely compacted chromatin structure in

CB (Figure S2(a)). This finding is contrasted by immunodetection of the

histone variant H2A.Z (Figures S2(b)–(e)). H2A.Z signals were signifi-

cantly more enriched in nuclei of cortical astrocytes. H2A.Z is an impor-

tant variant of core histones associated with regions controlling both

active and repressive gene regulation (Bargaje et al., 2012; Rege

et al., 2015). Hence, the enriched signal of H2A.Z in cortical astrocytes

could be interpreted as a sign of more complex overall regulatory diver-

sity and plasticity. Along this line we observed that histone modifiers

Hdac7 and Hdac11, Kmt5a, and Kdm5b were stronger expressed in

CTX astrocytes. We analyzed the expression pattern of these genes in

recently published single cell and bulk transcriptome data sets of cere-

bellar or cortical astrocytes and found similar expression patterns (data

not shown; Boisvert et al., 2018; Zeisel et al., 2018). For CTX astro-

cytes, we noticed that the 12-fold increase in open chromatin sites was

not associated with a major general increase of gene expression

(Figure 1(e)). Furthermore, number, size, and relative genomic distribu-

tion of DMRs was rather balanced between CB and CTX astrocytes

(Figure 1(f)). In line with this observation, we found that genes associ-

ated with DNA methylation dynamics or maintenance such as Dnmts,

Tets, or MeCP2 were not differentially expressed (data not shown). We

conclude that despite of a similar range of gene activity the overall

chromatin structure and in particular the number of open chromatin

sites are remarkably distinct between astrocytes of the CB and CTX.

3.3 | Correlation between epigenetics and gene
expression reveals coordinated regulation of cell type-
specific expression

To better understand the differences in local chromatin structuring

we first analyzed the relationship between open chromatin and local

DNA-methylation signatures (Figures S2(f)–(j)). Loci with a higher

chromatin accessibility tend to exhibit an overall lower DNA methyla-

tion in the respective astrocyte groups (Figure 2(a)). Conversely, when

we investigated regions with a lower mean methylation in CB or CTX

astrocytes we found a higher median DNA accessibility in the respec-

tive cell population in addition to a slightly higher expression of the

associated genes (Figure 2(b)). This relation indicates that a cell type-

specific openness at regulatory regions, such as potential enhancers,

is accompanied by a cell type-specific methylation and transcription.

To better understand the relation between open chromatin

(DARs), DNA methylation status (DMRs), and expression changes

(DEGs) we performed a set of comparative tests. Relating significant

DNA methylation changes to significant gene expression changes we

detected 467 lower methylated regions linked to higher expression of

the associated genes in CTX and 529 of such associations in CB

(Figure 2(c), red boxes). In contrast to the rather equal distribution of

epigenetic associations through DNA methylation in both, CTX and

CB astrocytes, we observed that the link between higher chromatin

accessibility and higher gene expression in CTX (3647 genes) is

10-fold higher as compared to CB (348 genes; Figure 2(d), red boxes).

We also found several cases in which gene expression was associ-

ated to DMRs and DARs in a noncanonical correlation (Figure 2(c), (d),

blue boxes). We identify 328 DMRs, showing higher methylation in

CTX astrocytes, were associated with higher gene expression, while

145 DMRs followed this correlation in CB astrocytes (Figure 2(c), blue

boxes). Please note, that by conventional RRBS a methylated cytosine

(5-mC) cannot be distinguished from its' oxidized form

5-hydroxymethyl cytosine (5-hmC). This means that a methylated cyto-

sine could also represent a 5-hmC position. In contrast to 5-mC, 5-hmC

is associated with gene activation and transcription (Wen et al., 2014;

Wen & Tang, 2014). Therefore, these noncanonical observations could

also reflect active gene transcription in the presence of 5-hmC.

The noncanonical correlation effect was again more prominent for

DARs. Less accessible chromatin was associated with 1071 genes

showing higher gene expression in CTX (Figure 2(d), blue boxes) while

only 59 genes followed this association in CB. A third cross comparison

between methylation and open chromatin showed that 383 DMRs

overlapping with DARs had a lower methylation and increased accessi-

bility in CTX, while only 76 DMRs overlapping with DARs followed this

trend in CB astrocytes (Figure 2(e)). In summary, these three cross com-

parisons suggest that astrocytes of the cortex have a more widespread,

variable, and diverse epigenetic control of gene expression compared
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to cerebellar astrocytes. The two directions of associations between

DMRs, DARs, and gene expression indicate that epigenetically marked

regions are acting as potential positive or negative gene regulators for

cell type-specific expression in CB and CTX cells, respectively.

3.4 | Epigenetic changes and transcription
factor control

More than 90% of the DMRs and DARs identified by our analysis

were located in intronic and intergenic regions (Figure 1(f), (g)), most

likely demarcating proximal and distal gene regulatory elements. To

further investigate the interplay between DARs, DMRs, and

astrocyte-specific transcriptional gene regulation, we performed a TF

binding motif analysis on DARs and DMRs. We found that stronger

enriched open chromatin regions in CTX were particularly enriched

for binding sites of the TFs Lhx2 and Emx2 (Figure 3(a)). Both TFs are

essential for the cerebral cortex regionalization and development

(Bulchand, Grove, Porter, & Tole, 2001; Mallamaci et al., 2000). Both

were among the top differentially expressed genes with an almost

250-fold stronger expression of Lhx2 in CTX (Figure 3(e)). In addition,

Lhx2/Emx2 motif-containing peaks were strongly hypomethylated in

F IGURE 2 Integrating epigenetics and gene expression reveals positive and negative regulation of cell type-specific expression.
(a) Distribution of DNA methylation levels at DARs (top) and transcription of DAR-associated genes (bottom). Left for more open regions in CTX

astrocytes and right for more open regions in CB astrocytes. (b) Distribution of DNA accessibility at DMRs (top) and the gene expression of DMR-
associated genes (bottom). Left for hypomethylated regions in CTX astrocytes and right for hypomethylated regions in CB astrocytes. (c) Pairwise
comparison of DNA methylation and gene expression differences. (d) Pairwise comparison of DNA accessibility and gene expression differences.
(e) Pairwise comparison of DNA methylation and DNA accessibility differences. Positive expression FCs represent significantly higher expression
or higher DNA accessibility in CB astrocytes. Negative expression FCs represent significantly higher expression or higher DNA accessibility in
CTX astrocytes. Positive methylation difference represents significantly lower methylation in CB. Negative methylation difference represents
significantly lower methylation in CTX astrocytes. ***p <.001; FC, fold change; NS, not significant (Wilcoxon Test). Data represented as mean
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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CTX astrocytes (Figure 3(b)). Lhx2 expression in telencephalon astro-

cytes was confirmed using published single cell expression data

(Figure S3(c), Zeisel et al., 2018). Lhx2 protein expression in astrocytes

was verified by immunohistochemistry showing a higher expression in

CTX compared to CB (Figure S3b). Both, the enrichment of binding

sites at open regions and the expression of Lhx2 itself suggests an

important role of Lhx2 in cortical astrocytes. In CB astrocytes we

found that more open chromatin regions are enriched for Zic family

binding sites (Figure 3(a)). The development of a cerebellar neuron

population, granule cells, was shown to be associated with DARs

enriched for Zic binding at enhancers to establish gene expression

patterns of mature neurons (Frank et al., 2015). However, the func-

tion of Zic proteins in cerebellar astrocytes has not been investigated

so far. Along with the Zic binding prediction at specific open chroma-

tin sites in CB, we found a strongly enhanced expression of Zic1

(63-fold), Zic2 (4-fold), and Zic4 (120-fold) and hypomethylation of

the respective sites (Table S2; Figure 3(b), (e)). Published single cell

expression data confirmed that Zic1 is highly expressed in nearly

every Bergmann glia cell (Figure S3(c)). Immunohistochemistry of Zic1

revealed a weak protein expression in Bergmann Glia along with

strong signals in Purkinje cells and granule cells, but no signals in corti-

cal astrocytes (Figure S3(b)). The apparently prominent role of Zic

family TFs in maintenance and control of cerebellar astrocytes,

however, remains to be clarified.

Our motif enrichment analysis also highlighted a strong enrich-

ment of Nfi binding motifs in regions more open in either CTX or CB

astrocytes, confirming Nfi as an important astrocyte signature.

Together with the strong enrichment of Nfi binding sites at

nondifferential open chromatin sites (Figure S1(h)) this suggests a

transcriptional control of astrocyte-specific functions but also region-

specific control. In line with this, Huang and colleagues showed

recently that the deletion of Nfia in adult astrocytes resulted in

region-specific alterations regarding morphology and physiology of

astrocytes (Huang, Woo, et al., 2020).

For motif analyses of DMRs we selected regions with a methyla-

tion difference of at least 50% between CTX and CB astrocytes rea-

soning that this would identify major contributions to region-specific

programs. Three hundred seventy-nine of these DMRs were hypo-

methylated in CTX and 573 hypomethylated in CB. Interestingly, this

confirmed that the strongest enrichment of Lhx2/Pou4f2/ Hoxa5

consensus motifs can be found in hypomethylated regions of the CTX

(Figure 3(c)) together with significant enrichment of open chromatin

at these DMRs (Figure 3(d)), while binding motifs for Sox2/Sox3/

FoxJ3 were associated with DMRs hypomethylated in CB

(Figure 3(c)).

We next compared our ATAC-Seq data with published Lhx2

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Sequencing (ChIP-Seq) data from late

stage Retinal Precursor Cells (RPCs; Zibetti et al., 2019). In late-stage

RPCs, Lhx2 is essential for generation of the retina-specific astrocyte-

like glia called Müller glia (de Melo, Clark, et al., 2016; de Melo, Zibetti,

et al., 2016) and we therefore used this data to infer actual Lhx2 bind-

ing in cortical astrocytes. We first looked at the Lhx2 enrichment

across DARs and observed a strong signal of RPCs Lhx2 binding at

more open regions in cortical astrocytes (Figure S3d). We then investi-

gated the link between differential gene expression and Lhx2 binding

and extracted all Lhx2 ChIP-Seq peaks and all cortical ATAC-Seq

peaks that were annotated to the identified DEGs (Figure 3(f)). We

found 1044 loci to be open in CTX astrocytes and to be enriched for

Lhx2. Motif enrichment analysis of these loci identified Lhx2 as the

most significant motif. Of note, Lhx2 was found as the most signifi-

cant motif in Lhx2 peaks that were not overlapping our ATAC-Seq

data which validated the method we used to identify motif enrich-

ment. The ATAC peaks that did not overlap with Lhx2 peaks showed

enrichment for Sp1 motifs. Genes having Lhx2 binding sites were

related to developmental processes while genes that did not have

predicted Lhx2 binding sites were related to general astroglial charac-

teristics. We therefore hypothesize that transcriptional control of

developmental genes by Lhx2, maintains regional characteristics

beyond cell differentiation, and maturation.

3.5 | Cortical and cerebellar astrocytes execute
specific programs through complex epigenetic
networks

To further unveil differential transcriptional programs in CTX and CB

astrocytes, we focused on differentially expressed genes that were

linked to DARs and DMRs (Figure 4(a)). A high proportion of these

661 identified genes encoded transcription factors and nuclei acid

binding proteins, followed by hydrolases and receptors (Figure 4(b);

Table S3). Functionally, the most prominent common feature of these

genes was an enrichment for nervous system development (Figures 4

(c) and S4(a)). Among the integrated CTX-specific genes we detected

Lhx2, Emx2 together with their interaction partners Otx1, the anti-

sense transcript Emx2os, Nr2e1, Sfrp1, Fezf2, and Sall1. Similar to

Lhx2, all these genes play a crucial role in the early patterning and

development of the forebrain (Bulchand et al., 2001; Harrison,

Nishinakamura, Jones, & Monaghan, 2012; Kimura et al., 2005; Mona-

ghan et al., 1997; Trevant et al., 2008). Similarly, we found midbrain-

hindbrain specification factors such as En1, En2, Irx1, Irx2, Irx3, Irx5,

Zic1, and Zic4 forming a group of higher expressed genes linked to

local epigenetic control in CB astrocytes (Cheng et al., 2010; Elsen,

Choi, Millen, Grinblat, & Prince, 2008; Lecaudey, Anselme, Dildrop,

Rüther, & Schneider-Maunoury, 2005; Matsumoto et al., 2004). Of

note, a large number of genes involved in negative regulation of tran-

scription was found in CTX astrocytes while conversely a higher

expression of genes involved in positive regulation of transcription

was associated with CB astrocytes (Figures 4(c), (e) and S4(a), red

framed genes).

The strong correlation between the cell type-specific expression

of key TFs and their role in the epigenetic control of other regulatory

proteins (Figure 4(b)) became even more evident when we further

confined our analysis to 194 genes in which DMRs and DARs directly

overlapped (Figure 4(d)). A cluster of higher expressed genes with

hypomethylated open regions included the key TFs Lhx2 in CTX (clus-

ter 1) and Zic1 in CB (cluster 5; Figure 4(d)). In addition, we identified
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F IGURE 3 Epigenetic changes and transcription factor control. (a) Enriched transcription factor binding motifs in more accessible regions of
CTX astrocytes (left) or CB astrocytes (right). (b) DNA methylation around the center of open regions (±1 kb) enriched for Lhx2/Emx2 or Zic
binding motifs. (c) Enriched transcription factor binding motifs in the hypomethylated regions of CTX astrocytes (left) or CB astrocytes (right).
(d) DNA accessibility around the center of DMRs (±2.5 kb) enriched for Lhx2 or Sox2 binding motifs. (e) Gene expression of transcription factors
with enriched binding sites in DMRs or DARs grouped by higher expression in CTX astrocytes, comparable expression in both, higher expression
in CB astrocytes, and not expressed. (f) Overlap of DEG associated open chromatin sites in CTX astrocytes and RPCs Lhx2 binding sites (Zibetti
et al., 2019). Shown consensus sequences were the most significantly enriched motifs for respective set of peaks. In addition, the three most
significant GO terms are depicted for the respective set of peaks [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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several other genes related to astrocyte-specific programs, including

the membrane bound receptors Gabbr1, Fgfr3, and the metabolic

genes Dagla and Hk1 (cluster1) in CTX, as well as the receptor Grin2b

or the metabolic genes Hk2 and Man1c1 in CB (cluster5).

Finally, we investigated the epigenetic state of genes known or

predicted to be linked to Lhx2 and Zic1 regulation suggested by the

protein–protein interaction database STRING (Figure 4(e)). Nine TF

genes with connections to Lhx2 form a network showing an exclusive

or predominant expression in CTX astrocytes associated with

enhanced open chromatin and the presence of DMRs. For closer

inspection of these genes we examined their local epigenetic signa-

tures. In addition, we included the Lhx2 ChIP-Seq from late stage

RPCs and a Foxg1 ChIP-Seq dataset from embryonic cortex (Godbole

et al., 2018; Zibetti et al., 2019). Because transcription factor binding

is highly cell type specific, we focused on transcription factor

binding sites in cellular context such as open chromatin. By doing this

we found several DARs that overlapped with Lhx2 or Foxg1 in 10 out

of 11 transcription factor network genes (Figure S4(b)). This implicates

that Lhx2 and Foxg1 regulate the gene expression of their network

factors in a combinatorial manner. To identify DEGs that are potential

target genes of Lhx2 and Foxg1, we extracted DEG associated open

chromatin sites that overlapped with a Lhx2 or Foxg1 binding site

(Figure S4(c)). The intersection of Lhx2 targeted and Foxg1 targeted

genes was then subdivided into genes that were higher expressed in

CTX astrocytes or higher expressed in CB astrocytes. By classification

of these gene sets into protein classes we saw the highest targeting

prevalence for transcriptional regulators. Interestingly, this analysis

predicts members of the proposed Zic1 network to be targeted by

Lhx2 and Foxg1. This would mean, that these factors not only activate

region-specific gene programs but also repress programs playing an

important role in other brain regions. Unfortunately, there are no

ChIP-Seq datasets generated from neural cells or tissue of the other

network members, so similar observations were not possible for these

factors. In CB astrocytes, we identified a network of 12 TFs con-

nected to Zic1, all of which showed CB-specific DMRs, DARs, and

CB-specific expression. This Zic1 network comprises several members

of the Iroqois homeobox containing TF family Irx1, Irx2, Irx3, and Irx5,

which have been associated with brain development in fish, frog, and

chicken, but were so far not discussed in the context of mouse or

human brain function. The Zic1 network also contains the known

midbrain-hindbrain regionalization TFs Pax3 and En2 (Nakata, Nagai,

Aruga, & Mikoshiba, 1998; Sato, Sasai, & Sasai, 2005). En2, almost

exclusively expressed in CB astrocytes, had a CB-specific accessible

region around its transcription start site. This region was confirmed to

be bound by Zic1 in the whole cerebellum (Figure 4(e); Frank

et al., 2015).

We conclude that the gene expression programs of CTX and CB

astrocytes are strongly controlled by a complex interplay of epigenetic

control and transcription factor networks established around the

developmentally important TFs such as Lhx2 and Zic1, which them-

selves are under cell type-specific epigenetic control (Figures 4(e) and

S4(b), (c)).

4 | DISCUSSION

Astrocytes of different brain regions were long regarded as rather

similar cells, largely based on common functions (K+ homeostasis, glu-

tamate uptake, and gap junctional communication), marker expression

(GFAP, S100B, and glutamine synthetase) and fine structure (peri-

synaptic processes, glycogen deposits, contacts to blood vessels).

However, the morphological differences and detailed physiological

studies of protoplasmic astrocytes in grey matter, fibrous astrocytes

in white matter, radial Bergmann glia (BG) in cerebellum, Müller cells

in the retina, or tanycytes at the third ventricle revealed specific func-

tional differences (Farmer & Murai, 2017; Reichenbach, Derouiche, &

Kirchhoff, 2010). A widely discussed hypothesis suggests that func-

tional properties of regional astrocytes are mainly determined by the

distinct neuronal environments, implying an instructive, and neuronal

activity dependent mechanism. However, recent bulk and single cell

RNA-Seq data indicate that the molecular properties of astrocytes

strongly follow region- and layer-specific cues (Batiuk et al., 2020;

Bayraktar et al., 2020; Boisvert et al., 2018; Borggrewe et al., 2020;

Chai et al., 2017; Itoh et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2017; Morel et al., 2017;

Zeisel et al., 2018).

To better understand the underlying molecular principles, we sys-

tematically compared epigenomic and transcriptomic signatures of

CTX and CB astrocytes isolated from young adult mouse brains. Our

transcriptomic and epigenomic comparison of CTX and CB astrocytes

suggests that astrocytes of the adult mouse brain retain signatures of

F IGURE 4 Epigenetic differences of cortical and cerebellar astrocytes highlight specific programs through complex epigenetic networks.
(a) Overlap of genes associated with DMR(s), genes with differential ATAC peak(s) and differential expression. (b) Classification of the
661 intersected genes (a) into protein classes. (c) Biological processes of the 661 intersected genes (a) higher expressed in CB astrocytes
(n = 255, left) or higher expressed in CTX astrocytes (n = 405, right). (d) Heatmap displaying methylation changes, chromatin accessibility changes
and expression changes of genes with DMR(s) that overlap with DAR(s). Z-scores were calculated for each data set separately. On the right side,

data of Lhx2 and Zic1/4 loci are displayed as representative genes found in cluster 1 or cluster 5, respectively. The red box indicates the
epigenetically different positions identified by differential analyses. Blue box marks a previously found Foxg1 binding site in the Lhx2 locus
(Godbole et al., 2018). Bars and peaks of biological replicates are displayed as overlaid tracks for genomic browser representations. Black bars
mark covered CpG position. (e) Network analysis of Lhx2 (left) and Zic family members (right) using higher expressed genes in CTX or CB
astrocytes, respectively. Bar diagrams display the expression values, blue circle indicates a DMR in the respective gene and a yellow triangle
indicates a DAR for the respective gene. The genome browser representation shows the En2 locus, the blue bar indicates a Zic1 binding position
in P60 cerebellum (Frank et al., 2015) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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epigenetic memory of early regional radial glia specification. This

interpretation is in line with fate mapping experiments demonstrat-

ing prespecified spatial diversification of astrocytes in the brain (Tsai

et al., 2012). As a sign for early regionalization memory, we regard

the strong expression of the transcription factors Lhx2, Emx2, and

Foxg1 and high enrichment of their binding motifs at DARs and

DMRs in cortical astrocytes. Functional studies highlighted these

factors to be crucial for the specification of cortical neural progeni-

tors (Hanashima, Li, Shen, Lai, & Fishell, 2004; Molyneaux, Arlotta,

Menezes, & Macklis, 2007; Monuki, Porter, & Walsh, 2001). By com-

bining our open chromatin data of adult astrocytes with published

Lhx2 and Foxg1 ChIP-Seq data, we detected a high prevalence for

these factors to target other transcription factors. We therefore

hypothesize that these factors are placed in a high position of tran-

scriptional hierarchy orchestrating the establishment and the propa-

gation of regional specification. Interestingly, recent work

demonstrated a direct genetic link between Foxg1 and Lhx2, placing

Foxg1 upstream of Lhx2 during the development of the cortical sig-

naling center hem (Godbole et al., 2018). A Foxg1 binding site was

identified in the Lhx2 locus of E14.5 cortical tissue which overlaps

with an enriched open region in cortical astrocytes (Figure 4(d), blue

box). The cooperative function of these transcription factors in adult

astrocytes has yet to be investigated in detail on a molecular level. A

recent study investigated transcriptional and chromatin changes of

cortical astrocyte maturation in vivo and in vitro (Lattke, Gold-

stone, & Guillemot, 2020; bioRxiv preprint). Lattke and colleagues

found Lhx2 and Fezf2, which are also identified as cortical factors in

this study, to be involved in astrocyte maturation in the mouse cor-

tex in vivo. To explore the function of these factors in astrocytes

they performed overexpression experiments on cultured immature

astrocytes and showed that the overexpression of single transcrip-

tion factors (such as Lhx2 or Fezf2) could induce the expression of

distinct sets of genes involved in maturation but could not change

the overall expression profiles. However, in the case of a synergistic

overexpression of Fezf2 together with the transcription factor Rorb

a larger and unique set of genes was activated. In addition, they

observed extensive chromatin changes after overexpression of Lhx2

and Rorb. This chromatin remodeling might be a requirement for

other interacting TFs such as Fezf2 to activate the expression of

their target genes. This supports our finding of a cooperative TF net-

work around Lhx2 in cortical astrocytes and our interpretation of its

role in the establishment and maintenance of cortical astrocyte

molecular profiles. However, this hypothesis has yet to be validated

by cell-specific and region-specific conditional knock-out experi-

ments employing pairs of TFs. The mechanisms by which Lhx2 regu-

lates gene expression appear multifaceted. In subcortical neurons

Lhx2 was shown to determine neuronal subtype identity by interac-

tion with the nucleosome remodeling and histone deacetylase

(NuRD) complex at Fezf2 and Sox11 loci leading to a repression of

these genes (Muralidharan et al., 2017). In retinal precursor cells

Lhx2 modulates chromatin accessibility in the course of

development (Zibetti et al., 2019). Further studies on Lhx2 function

in retinal progenitor cells and Müller glia development demonstrated

stage-dependent modulation of Notch signaling factors by for exam-

ple, binding to a cis-regulatory region of the effector Hes5 (Figures 4

(e) and S4(b); de Melo, Clark, et al., 2016; de Melo, Zibetti, et al.,

2016). We identified binding sites of Lhx2 and Foxg1 at transcription

factors higher expressed in cerebellar astrocytes. Together with a

generally higher DNA accessibility in cortical astrocytes this indi-

cates that a set of open regions is not linked to gene activation but

rather repression of genes specific for other brain regions.

A series of homeobox genes, mostly described as regulators of

early brain or neuronal development, such as En2, Meis2, Pax3, Hopx,

Irx1-5, and the zinc finger family members Zic1 and Zic4 showed a

strong and predominant expression in CB astrocytes (Agoston, Li,

Haslinger, Wizenmann, & Schulte, 2012; Zweifel et al., 2018). These

genes form a network based on previous functional studies. However,

it is not clear how these genes interact with each other. By the pres-

ence of DARs and DMRs in all these genes we provide potential regu-

latory regions that can be exploited and targeted to investigate their

transcriptional control.

We observed evidence for a strong role of the nuclear factor

one (Nfi) family in both adult astrocyte populations. We detected a

high and almost equal expression of Nfia, Nfic, and Nfix in CTX and

CB astrocytes accompanied by a very high enrichment of Nfi bind-

ing sites in about 25% of shared and in region-specific open chro-

matin sites. Studies of the developing brain identified Nfi as a

central factor of the onset of astrogliogenesis (Deneen et al., 2006;

Piper et al., 2010; Sanosaka et al., 2017; Tiwari et al., 2018). The

overrepresentation of Nfi binding motifs in shared and region-

specific DARs together with the pan-astrocyte expression of Nfi

suggests a broad regulation of common astroglial programs and the

regulation of cell type-specific programs through differences in

epigenetic control. In line with this, recently it was shown that an

astrocyte-specific knockout of Nfia leads to substantial changes in

gene expression and astrocyte function in hippocampal astrocytes,

while astrocytes from the cortex, olfactory bulb, or brainstem were

less affected (Huang, Woo, et al., 2020).

We furthermore observed a functional adaptation of astrocytes

to the neuronal environment reflected in expression of transmem-

brane receptors, ion channels, transporters, signaling molecules, and

cytoskeletal proteins in CTX and CB astrocytes. Many of these genes

were linked to epigenetically controlled regulation such as Gabbr1,

encoding the subunit 1 of the GABAB receptor, and Slc6a11, encoding

the GABA transporter Gat3, which were hypomethylated, more acces-

sible, and higher expressed in cortical astrocytes. Grin2b, encoding the

NMDA receptor subunit 2B, was more prominently expressed in CB

astrocytes and showed hypomethylation and higher accessibility at its

gene locus. We hypothesize that extracellular signals are transduced

to the nucleus where effectors impinge on “preset” regulatory land-

scapes of epigenetic control to readily activate or repress the tran-

scription of respective neurotransmitter receptor and transporter

genes. Our findings and interpretations are supported by previous

data which either focused on astrocyte (layer) heterogeneity in CTX

or in CB, respectively (Farmer et al., 2016; Lanjakornsiripan

et al., 2018).
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A striking observation was to find a strong difference of chroma-

tin openness around DARs of astrocytes from CTX and CB. By investi-

gating published single cell transcriptome data (Zeisel et al., 2018), we

observed that Bergman glia are represented by a dense cluster in a T-

distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) plot, while astro-

cytes from the telencephalon are more dispersed (Figure S3c). This

suggests that CTX astrocytes execute a broader spectrum of individ-

ual gene expression programs. Their more open chromatin/less dense

nucleosome structure may reflect their responsiveness to position

and local environmental signals allowing a local regulatory adaptation.

A recent study shows that astrocytes from the cortex are more

prone to neuronal reprogramming as those from cerebellum

(Hu et al., 2019). The basis for these differences may lie in the distinct

TF programs but also the more open and easier reprogrammable chro-

matin structure of cortical astrocytes. In the cerebellum the higher

expression of core histones and histone chaperones (on the transcrip-

tional level) suggests a higher density of nucleosomes particularly

around DARs. Epigenetic modifications characteristic for open chro-

matin at enhancers such as H3K27ac and for closed chromatin by the

PRC2 mediated H3K27me3 modification are both more prominent in

CB (as observed by immunohistochemistry). The genes of the PRC2

complex and the H3K27ac associated CBP/EP300 complex are

expressed at the same level in both CB and CTX (data not shown).

Together, these observations indicate that an overall higher nucleo-

some positioning and density in CB for example, around regulatory

elements, is reflected in higher signal intensities of these (usually)

gene specific focal modifications.

In summary, our findings suggest that key regulators, primarily

identified as developmental and spatio-temporal specifiers (mainly

for neurogenesis), are also prominent and persistent actors in

astrocytes. Their function seems to be embedded into layers of

transcriptional and epigenomic control with regional and spatial

specificities for astrocytes of the cortex and the cerebellum. These

observations raise the question how distinct functionalities are

implemented? We are tempted to speculate that the specification

into cortical and cerebellar astrocytes is a result from a combina-

tion of developmental and spatially determined epigenomic pro-

grams. Starting from an epigenetic preformation in regional

common neural precursors, the final (regional) programs are over-

laid or modulated by a spatial neural circuit interaction between

astrocytes and neurons. This concept raises questions how and

when the chromatin differences are established and how develop-

mental regulators such as Nfi, Lhx2, or Zic1 are targeted and

programmed to execute both shared and unique programs in differ-

ent astrocyte types? How distinct is the gene regulation by those

factors in neurons compared to astrocytes and how far do those

factors regulate genes with complementary functions to ensure

regionally matched interactions? Further studies combining bulk

(on sorted cells) and single cell transcriptomics, bulk and single cell

epigenomics with mouse genetics and physiological analysis will

pave the way to gradually disentangle these programmatic changes

and extend the understanding of processes in distinct neural cir-

cuits and neural circuit related diseases.
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